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ABSTRACT

Writing is a one of a language skill which is very important to be managed by student. Think pair share method is a interesting way to trigger an active and creative discussion. Related to the above explanation, writer made a research about How to Arrange Summary from Two Nonfiction Texts by using Think Pair Share method to the Student of Class X SMAN 15 Bandung school year 2017/2018.

The formulation of problems that submitted by writer is ; (1) Is the writer could perform the research about How to Arrange Summary from Two Nonfiction Texts by using Think Pair Share method to the Student of Class X SMAN 15 Bandung?
(2) Is that possible for student of class X SMAN 15 Bandung to arrange summary from two nonfiction texts?; (3) How much effective is the method using by the writer?

Hypothesis, formulated by writer is: (1) Writer able to perform the research How to Arrange Summary from Two Nonfiction Texts (biography and feature) by using Think Pair Share method to the Student of Class X SMAN 15 Bandung school year 2017/2018. (2) The Student of Class X is able to arrange the summary from Two Nonfiction Texts (biography and feature) which is focusing into presentation patterns and things to be exemplary from the biography and feature text. and (3) By using think pair share method is effective to implement for student of class X SMAN 15 Bandung within learning arrange the summary from two nonfiction texts (biography and feature).

Research method use by the writer is Pre-Experimental Design type The One Group Pretest Posstest with research techniques literature review, observation, test, and data analysis. The conclusions is :
1. Writer is able to plan and execute the research How to Arrange Summary from Two Nonfiction Texts by using Think Pair Share method to the Student of Class X SMAN 15 Bandung.
2. Student of Class X SMAN 15 Bandung is able to Arrange Summary from Two Nonfiction Texts by using Think Pair Share method. This method is so effective to use for Senior High School Student in SMAN 15 Badung Class X within learning to arrange summary from two nonfiction text by using Think Pair Share method.

Based on hat facts, writer sums up that all hypothesis could be accepted.
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